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Nadia's house

The boy comes home.

The wave sneaks in. Boy and wave is happy.

Next morning. Wave!!
The boy finds
the way and takes
home and takes
the way and takes
and his life with

My life with

(name)

(title)
My life with the wave 2!

Amanda Clemens

The boy was left on the beach. The boy ran into the ocean to look for his friend. His wave was nowhere to be found. Soon the boy left. Next summer he looked for his wave. Then...
The Wave Returns

The Wave Returns

Please use your best. Yes!

The Wave follows the box home and the boy keeps it in his friends pool with his parents' permission.
The Wave Comes Home

By Sarah Cramer

In the wave comes home. The wave follows the boy home and the boy keeps a promise that he won't tell his parents and the wave always stays hidden.
My wave comes back
By Danielle Scolfani

The wave was so sad that he follows the boy home. The boy and the wave hid in the closet.
My life with a real friend.

Anj

They went to the park and the boy played with a swing. But then he had to go home. The next day he started pre-school and he made a real friend.
The boy gets sucked in the water and the wave pulls him back on the board. When the wave lifts up, it takes the boy with it.
My Life with the Wave II

Griffin Riley Viglietta

My Life with the Wave II

Once I went to the beach in my beach chair... then I played in the water. I got all wet then I dried off and went of to race... the end.
The best wave day ever

Mateo

They are going home and they find a new name.
The wave is back

(name)

Wave would come back to the beach when the boy came back.
The wave follows the boy home. Then the Wave turns into a thing that the boy would see.
My Life with the Sunami

Andrew

The boy finds a sunami and keeps it.
My Wave
(title)

Maddy
(name)

They bring the wave back. The wave comes home. Wave kids in closet. The wave surprises the kid!
The wave came back

(Title)

Shannon Trano

(Name)

He went to the beach and catches a wave than he brings it home and do all these fun things with the wave and sits in the wave.

Frozen
They drive home. They go in their house. His mom and dad give him a job. He is very very happy. He and his dog become best friends.
My life with the wave

(name)

The boy went to the ocean and salted in the wave. He took the wave in the bucket and then he walked.
My school was in the waves. The waves tried to weep him from the waves. My school was also in the waves. I don’t know where they found me but they found me.
The wave and was

Harry

My new wave title

The new wave

The wave